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Abstract—Recently, deep learning has been playing a cen-
tral role in machine learning research and applications. Since
AlexNet, increasingly more advanced networks have achieved
state-of-the-art performance in computer vision, speech recogni-
tion, language processing, game playing, medical imaging, and so
on. In our previous studies, we proposed quadratic/second-order
neurons and deep quadratic neural networks. In a quadratic neu-
ron, the inner product of a vector of data and the corresponding
weights in a conventional neuron is replaced with a quadratic
function. The resultant second-order neuron enjoys an enhanced
expressive capability over the conventional neuron. However, how
quadratic neurons improve the expressing capability of a deep
quadratic network has not been studied up to now, preferably in
relation to that of a conventional neural network. In this paper,
we ask three basic questions regarding the expressive capability
of a quadratic network: (1) for the one-hidden-layer network
structure, is there any function that a quadratic network can
approximate much more efficiently than a conventional network?
(2) for the same multi-layer network structure, is there any
function that can be expressed by a quadratic network but cannot
be expressed with conventional neurons in the same structure?
(3) Does a quadratic network give a new insight into universal
approximation? Our main contributions are the three theorems
shedding light upon these three questions and demonstrating the
merits of a quadratic network in terms of expressive efficiency,
unique capability, and compact architecture respectively.

Index Terms—Artificial Intelligence, machine learning, deep
learning, artificial neural networks, second-order networks, ap-
proximation theory

I. INTRODUCTION

OVer recent years, deep learning has become the
mainstream approach for machine learning. Since

AlextNet [1], increasingly more advanced neural networks
[2-6] are being proposed, such as GoogleNet, ResNet,
DenseNet, GAN and variants, to enable practical performance
comparable to or beyond what the human delivers in computer
vision [7], speech recognition [8], language processing [9]
game playing [10], medical imaging [11-13], and so on. A
heuristic understanding of why these deep learning models are
so successful is that these models representate knowledge in
hierarchy and facilitate high-dimensional non-linear functional
fitting. It seems that deeper structures are correlated with
greater capacities to approximate more complicated functions.

The generic representation power of neural networks has
been rigorously studied since the eighties. The first result is
that a network with a single hidden layer can approximate a
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continuous function at any accuracy given an infinite number
of neurons [14]. That is, the network can be extremely wide.
With the emergence of deep neural networks, studies have
been performed on theoretical benifits of these deep models
over shallow ones [15-22]. One way [15, 19] is to construct
a special kind of functions that are easy to be approximated
by deep networks but hard by shallow networks. It has been
reported in [16] that a fully-connected network with ReLU
activation can approximate any Lebegue integrable function
in the L1-norm sense, provided a sufficient depth and at
most d + 4 neurons in each layer, where d is the number
of inputs. Through a similar analysis, it is reported in [22]
that ResNet with one single neuron per layer is a universal
approximator. Moreover, it is demonstrated in [15] that a
special class of functions is hard to be approximated by a
conventional network with a single hidden layer unless an
exponential number of neurons are used.

In our preivious studies [23-25], we proposed
quadratic/second-order neurons and deep quadratic neural
networks. In a quadratic neuron, the inner product of a vector
of data and the corresponding weights in a conventional
neuron is replaced with a quadratic function. The resultant
quadratic neuron enjoys an enhanced expressive capability
over the conventional neuron. For example, a single
quadratic neuron can implement the famous XOR logic
[23]. Furthermore, each quadratic neuron can be viewed
as a generalized fuzzy logic gate, and a deep quadratic
network is nothing but a deep fuzzy logic system [25]. Note
that high-order neurons [26-27] were taken into account in
the early stage of artificial intelligence, but they are not
connected into deep networks and suffer from combinatorial
explosion of parameters due to high order terms. In contrast,
our quadratic neurons of a limited number of parameters
(tripled that of a conventional neuron) performs the utility
of high-order neurons in a deep network architecture. For
this type of novel quadratic deep networks, we developed
a general backpropagagtion algorithm [24] to make them
trainable, paving the way for quadratic neurons to be applied
for deep learning.

However, how quadratic neurons improve the expressing
capability of a deep quadratic network has not been studied
up to now, preferably in relation to that of a conventional
neural network. In this paper, we ask three basic questions
regarding the expressive capability of a quadratic network:
(1) for the one-hidden-layer network structure, is there
any function that a quadratic network can approximate
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much more efficiently than a conventional network? (2)
for the same multi-layer network structure, is there any
function that can be expressed by a quadratic network
but cannot be expressed with conventional neurons in
the same structure? (3) Does a quadratic network give a
new insight into universal approximation? If the answers
to these questions are favorable, quadratic networks should
be signficantly more powerful in many machine learning tasks.

In this paper, we present three theorems addressing the
above three questions respectively and positively, thereby
establishing the intrinsic advantages of quadratic networks
over conventional networks. More specifically, these theorems
characterize the merits of a quadratic network in terms
of expressive efficiency, unique capability, and compact
architecture respectively. We answer the first question with
the first theorem, given the network with only one hidden
layer, there exists a function that a quadratic network
can approximate it with a polynomial number of neurons
but a conventional network can only do the same level
approximation with a exponential number of neurons.
Regarding the second question and the second theorem, any
radial function can be approximated by a quadratic network in
a structure of no more than four neurons in each layer but the
function cannot be approximated by a conventional network in
the same structure. As far as the third theorem is concerned,
for any multivariate polynomial function, denoted as
P (x1, x2, .., xi, ..., xN ) =

∑M
k=1

∏N
j=1 x

nj(k)
j , whose degrees

of inputs x1, ..., xN are maxk{n1(k)}, ..,maxk{nN (k)}
respectively. there is a quadratic network with the width of∑N
j 2 maxk{nj(k)}+2M and the depth of maxk{nj(k)}+N

that computes P (x1, x2, .., xi, ...xN ) exactly.

For the first theorem, it is commonly known that a
conventional neural network with one hidden layer is a
universal approximator. Hence, the best thing we can do
to justify quadratic networks is to find a class of functions
that can be more efficiently approximated by a quadratic
network than with a conventional network. As related to
the second question, the precious studies show that any
function of n−variables that is not constant along any
direction cannot be represented by a fully-connected ReLU
network with no more than n − 1 neurons in each layer
[16]. Breaking this network width lower bound, our second
theorem states that when a radial function is not constant
in any direction, the network width = 4 is sufficient for a
quadratic network to approximate the function accurately. Our
third theorem is most interesting that a general polynomial
function

∑M
k=1

∏N
j=1 x

nj(k)
j can be exactly expressed by

a quadratic network of width
∑N
j 2 maxk{nj(k)} + 2M

and depth maxk{nj(k)} + N . Therefore, by the Weierstrass
theorem, the quadratic network is a universal approximator.
Different from the analyses of conventional neural networks
as universal approximators [14,16] that are of either infinitely
wide or infinitely deep, for a given polynominal model the
depth and width of our quadratic network are both finite
for a perfect model representation, which we call the size-

bounded universal approximator. Noticably, by expressing
each polynomial term/factor globally a quadratic network
matches the functional structure better, avoiding brute-force
piecewise linear fitting into a target function.

In the next section, we introduce some preliminaries. In
the third section, we describe our three theorems, and include
the corresponding lemmas and proofs. Numerical examples are
also used for illustration. Finally, in the last section we discuss
relavant issues and conclude the paper with some conjectures
and future work.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Quadratic/Second-order Neuron: The n-input function
of a quadratic/second-order neuron before being nonlinearly
processed is expressed as:

h(x) = (

n∑
i=1

wirxi + br)(

n∑
i=1

wigxi + bg) +

n∑
i=1

wibx
2
i + c

= (wrxT + br)(wgxT + bg) + wb(x2)T + c,
(1)

where x denotes the input vector, and the other variables are
defined in [23]. Our definition of the quadratic function only
utilizes 3n parameters, which is more compact than the gen-
eral second-order representation requiring n(n+1)

2 parameters.
While our quadratic neuron design is unique, other papers on
quadratic neurons are also in the later literature; for example,
[28] proposed a type of neurons with paraboloid decision
boundaries. It is underlined that the emphasis of our work
is not only on quadratic neurons individually but also deep
quadratic networks in general.

One-hidden-layer Networks: The function represented
by a one-hidden-layer conventional network is as follows:

f1(x) =

k∑
l=1

tlσl(

n∑
i=1

wlixi + bl) =

k∑
l=1

tlσl(wlx + bl). (2)

In contrast, the functions represented by a one-hidden-layer
quadratic networks is:

f2(x) =

k∑
l=1

tlσl[(wlrx
T + blr)(wlgxT + blg) + wlb(x2)T + cl].

(3)
In our Theorem 1 below, we will compare the representation
capability of a quadratic network and that of a conventional
network assuming that both networks have the same one-
hidden-layer structure.

L-lipschitz Function: A L-Lipschitz function f from Rn
to R is defined by the following property:

|f(x− y)| ≤ L||x− y||

Radial Function: A radial function only depends on
the norm of its input vector, generically denoted as f(||x||).
The functions mentioned in Theorems 1 and 2 are all radial
functions. By its nature, the quadratic neuron is well suited for
modeling of a radial function. On the other hand, a general
function can be regarded as the mixtures of radial functions,
such as radial basis function networks can be used for universal
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approximation.
Fourier Transform: For a function f : Rd → R, its

Fourier transform is:

F (w) =

∫
Rd

exp[−2πi(w · x)]f(x) dx

Euclidean Unit-volume Ball: In a d-dimensional space,
Let Rd be the radius of a Euclidean ball Bd such that RdBd
has the unit volume.

The First Kind Bessel Function: The first kind Bessel
function Jυ of an order υ is denoted as:

Jυ(x) =

∞∑
m=0

(−1)m

m!Γ(m+ υ + 1)
(
x

2
)2m+υ

Lesbegue-integrable Function: A nonnegative measur-
able function is called Lesbegue-integrable if its Lesbegue
integral is finite. For an arbitrary measurable function, it
is integrable if its positive part and negative part are both
Lebesgue integrable.

Bernstein Polynomial: ln,m = Cmn x
m(1 − x)n−m, 0 ≤

m ≤ n. The n-th Bernstein polynomial of f(x) in (0, 1) is
defined as

Bn(x) =

n∑
m=0

f(
m

n
)ln,m(x)

The Bernstein Polynimials are used before to prove the Weire-
strass theorem.

III. THREE THEOREMS

First, we present three theorems, and then give their
proofs.

Theorem 1: For an activation function σ(·) with |σ(x)| ≤
K(1 + |x|κ), x ∈ R, and constants K,κ > 0, and for some
universal constants c > 0, C > 0, C

′
> 0, cσ > 0, there exist

a probability measure µ and a radial function g̃: Rd → R,
where d > C, that is bounded on [-2,2] and supported on
||x|| ≤ C ′√

d satisfying:
1. g̃ can be approximated by a single-hidden-layer

quadratic network with C
′
cσd

2.5 neurons, which is denoted
as f2.

2. For every function f1 expressed by a single-hidden-
layer conventional network with at most cecd neurons, we
have:

Ex∼µ(f1(x)− f2(x))2 ≥ δ

for some positive constant δ.
Theorem 2: For any Lesbegue-integrable radial function

f(||x||): [−1, 1]n → R, and any ε, there exists a fully-
connected ReLU quadratic network with no more than four
neurons in each layer such that the correponding function F(x)
expressed by this network satisfies:∫

||x||∈[R1,R2]

|f(||x||)− F (x)| dx ≤ ε.

Theorem 3: For any multivariate polynomial
P (x1, , .., xi, ...xN ) =

∑M
k=1

∏N
j=1 x

nj(k)
j , which degrees

of input components x1, ..., xi, ..., xN in the k-th term are
n1(k), n2(k), , .., , ni(k), ..., nN (k) respectively. there is a

quadratic network of width
∑N
j 2 maxk{nj(k)} + 2M and

depth maxk{nj(k)} + N that computes P (x1, .., xi, ...xN )
exactly.

A. Proof of Theorem 1

Key Idea for Proving Theorem 1: The proof com-
bines the observation from [15] and the utility of quadratic
neurons to approximate a radial function. For convenience
and consistency, we use some definitions and notations in
[15]. The form of functions represented by a single-hidden-
layer conventional network is f(x) =

∑k
l=1 t

lσl(wlx + bl).
It is observed that the distribution of the Fourior transform
of f(x) is supported on a finite clollections of lines. The
support covered by the finite lines are sparse in the Fourier
space, especially for a high dimensionality and high frequency
regions, unless an exponential number of lines are involved.
Thus, a possible target function to be constructed should have
major components at high-frequencies. A suitable candidate
has been found in [15]:

g̃(x) =

N∑
i=1

εigi(||x||),

where εi ∈ {−1, 1}, N is a polynomial function of d,
gi(||x||) = 1{||x|| ∈ ∆i} are radial indicator functions over
disconnected intervals. Although the constructed g̃ is hard
to approximate by a conventional network, it is easy to
approximate by a quadratic network, because Eq. (1) contains
square terms that can be rewritten as h(x) = βσ(||x||2+γi) to
compute the norm and then the radial function. Consequently,
it is feasible for a single-hidden-layer quadratic network to
approximate the radial function with a polynomial number
of neurons. Note that g̃(x) is discontinuous, and cannot be
perfectly expressed by a neural network with continuous
activation functions. Here we use a probability measure µ.
With µ, g̃ can be approximated by f(x) represented by a
network in the sense of Ex∼µ(f(x)− g̃(x))2.

Proposition 1 in [15] has demonstrated that g̃ cannot
be well approximated by a single-hidden-layer conventional
network with a polynomial number of neurons. We put his
proposition here as Lemma 1 for readability and coherence
of our paper.

Lemma 1: For a fixed dimension d, suppose that d > C,
α > C and N ≥ Cα1.5d2, and k an integer satisfying k ≤
cecd with universal constants c, C > 0, there exists a function
g̃(x) =

∑N
i=1 εigi(x), where εi ∈ {−1, 1}, i = 1, 2, ..., N such

that for any function of the form: f1(x) =
∑k
l=1 t

lσl(wlx+bl)
with |σl(x)| ≤ K(1 + |x|κ) for some K,κ, we have

||f1 − g̃||L2(µ) ≥ δ/α,

where δ is a universal constant.

To illustrate g̃ is approximatable with a quadratic
network, we know from Lemma 12 of [15] that a continuous
Lipschitz function g can approximate g̃, what is remained
for us to do is to use a quadratic network with a polynomial
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number of neurons to approximate g.

Lemma 2: Given a proper activation function σ, there
is a constant cσ ≥ 1 (depending on σ and other parameters)
such that for any L-Lipschitz function f: R → R, which is
constant outside a bounded interval [r, R], and any δ, there
exist scalars a, {αi, βi, γi }, i = 1, . . . , w, w ≤ cσ

(R−r)L
δ

with which we have

h(x) = a+

w∑
i=1

αiσ(βi||x||2 − γi)

satisfies
sup
x∈R

|f(||x||)− h(x)| < δ.

Proof: Without loss of generality, we assume that the
nonlinear activation function is ReLU: σ(z) = max{0, z}.
However, our proof is also applicable to other nonlinear
activation functions.

If (R − r)L < δ, then h(x) can be trivially con-
structed by setting it to be a 0 function. Otherwise, we
have R − r ≥ δ/L, We assume that there is an integer m
satisfying mδ/L < R− r ≤ (m + 1)δ/L, dividing [r,R]
into (m+ 1) intervals [r, r+ δ/L], [δ/L, 2δ/L], ..., [iδ/L, (i+
1)δ/L], ..., [r+mδ/L,R]. We set βi = 1, γi = (r+iδ/L)2, i =
0, ..m, γm+1 = R2, a = h(r), and

αi = (f(
√
γi+1)− f(

√
γi))/(γi+1 − γi)

Then, by such construction, the lemma holds. Here, the
number of the used neurons is w, which is no more than
[ (R−r)Lδ ] + 1 = cσ

(R−r)L
δ , where [·] is the floor function.

As we know, Eq.(1) represents a quadratic network with
a single hidden layer. Lemma 2 confirms that a Lipschitz
radial function f can be well expressed by such a single-
hidden layer network.

Lemma 3: There are a universal constant C > 0
and δ ∈ (0, 1), for d ≥ C and any choice of
εi ∈ {−1, 1}, i = 1, 2, ..., N , there exists a function f2
expresssed by a single-hidden-layer quadratic network of a
width of at most cσ Nα

√
d

δ and with the range [-2,+2] such
that

||f2 − g̃||L2(µ) ≤
√

3

αd
1
4

+ δ.

Proof: In Lemma 2, we make the following substitions:
R = 2α

√
d, r = α

√
d, L = N , h = g. Thus, g(||x||) is

expressible by the a single-hidden-layer quadratic network
with at most cσ Nα

√
d

δ neurons. Coupled with Lemma 12 of
[15], Lemma 3 is immediately obtained.

Proof of Theorem 1: By the combination of Lemmas 1
and 3, the proof for Theorem 1 is straightforward. In Lemma
1, by choosing α = C, N = Cα1.5d2, we have

||f1 − g̃||L2(µ) ≥ δ1

Fig. 1. Classification of two concentric rings with conventional and quadratic
networks. To succeed in the classification, a conventional network requires at
least 6 neurons (Left), and a quadratic network only taks one neuron.

Let δ ≤ δ1
2 −

√
3

Cd
1
4

, to approximate g̃ we need the number of
quadratic neurons being at most

cσ
Nα
√
d

δ
= cσ

C3.5d2.5

δ
≤ C

′
cσd

2.5

such that

||f2 − g̃||L2(µ) ≤
√

3

Cd
1
4

+ δ ≤ δ1
2
.

Therefore, we have ||f1 − f2||L2(µ) ≥
δ1
2 . The proof is

completed.

Classification Example: To demonstrate the exponential
difference between the conventional and quadratic networks
claimed by Theorem 1, we constructed an example for sepa-
ration of two concentric rings. In this example, there are 60
instances in each of the two rings representing two classes.
With only one quadratic neuron in a single hidden layer, the
rings were totally separated, while at least six conventional
neurons are required to complete the same task, as shown in
Fig. 1.

B. Theorem 2

Key Idea for Proving Theorem 2: It was proved in
[16] that an n-input function that is not constant along any
direction cannot be well approximated by a conventional
network with no more than n − 1 neurons in each layer.
However, when such a function is radially defined, it becomes
feasible to approximate the function by a quadratic network
with width=4, which breaks the lower width bound n − 4
claimed in [16].

To compute a radial function, we need to find the norm
and then evaluate the function at the norm. With a quadratic
neuron, the norm is natrually found. With respect to the
norm, the radial function is intrinsically univariate. Therefore,
heuristically speaking, a quadratic network with no more
than n − 1 neurons in each layer could approximate a radial
function very well, even if the function is not constant along
any direction.

The trick of approximation by a deep conventional net-
work is adopted here to study a deep quadratic network, in
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the same spirit to approach a function via composition layer
by layer. Specifically, we use one quadratic neuron for the
squared norm of an input vector, and a neuron to form a
truncated-parabola function as a building block of the radial
function. In every interval, a truncated-parabola function can
approximate a piecewise constant function in the L1 sense.
Also, two neurons are needed to store the truncated-parabola
function by the pair of neurons . We encapsulate these four
neurons in total three layer as a module. By connecting these
modules properly, we can express a piecewise trapezoid-like
function and approximate any univariate function accurately.

Assume that the the input variable is x, an interval is
||x|| ∈ [ai, ai+1], the network utilizes the ReLU function as
the activation function, and t = ||x||, we use Ri,j to represent
the output of the j-th neuron in the i-th layer (we ignore the
neuron that computes the square of norm.), then we have

1st layer :


Ri,1 = bi

Ci
(t2 − a2i )(a2i+1 − t2)+

Ri,2 = K+

Ri,3 = K−

2nd layer :


Ri+1,1 = (bi − bi

Ci
(t2 − a2i )(a2i+1 − t2)+)+

Ri+1,2 = K+

Ri+1,3 = K−

3rd layer :


Ri+2,1 = (bi − (bi − bi

Ci
(t2 − a2i )(a2i+1 − t2)+)+)+

Ri+2,2 = K+

Ri+2,3 = K−

where Ci = [(ai + δ(ai+1 − ai))
2 − a2i ][a

2
i+1 − (ai +

δ(ai+1 − ai))2], (·)+ signifies the ReLU function, Ri+2,1 =
Li is the expected output for the interval ||x|| ∈ [ai, ai+1],
K+ =

∑
bi≥0 Li and K− =

∑
bi<0 Li As shown in Fig. 2,

the output Ri+2,1 is a truncated-parabola piecewise function.
Also,

Ri+2,1 =



bi
Ci

(t2 − a2i )(a2i+1 − t2)

t ∈ [ai, ai + δ(ai+1 − ai)]
bi

t ∈ [ai + δ(ai+1 − ai),
√
a2i+1 + a2i − (ai + δ(ai+1 − ai))2]

bi
Ci

(t2 − a2i )(a2i+1 − t2)

t ∈ [
√
a2i+1 + a2i − (ai + δ(ai+1 − ai))2, ai+1]

(4)
where we have:

ai+1 −
√
a2i+1 + a2i − (ai + δ(ai+1 − ai))2 < δ(ai+1 − ai)

In this way, each module will correspond to a truncated-
parabola function over a unique interval. By decreasing δ,
our truncated-parabola function would approximate the target
piecewise constant function with increasing accuracy. Since
piecewise constant functions can approximate any Lesbegue-
integrable function in the L1 sense, a deep quadratic network
with four neurons in each layer can express any Lesbegue-
integrable radial function. Our final network structure is shown

Fig. 2. Four layer netwotk with ReLU activation for modeling a truncated-
parabola function, which can be used to approximate a piecewise constant
function over any interval.

in Fig. 3. A blue rectangle is a neuron, and a red rectangle
forms a layer. Depending on the interval width, our network
can be very deep.

In the following, we will prove Theorem 2 formally. In
the proof, the closeness between two functions is measured
in the L1 sense, and for convenience we partially adopted the
notations used in [16].

Notations: For a Lesbegue-integrable radial function
f(||x||), suppose that ||x|| is supported on [R1, R2], we define:

f+(t) =

{
max{f(t), 0} t ∈ [R1, R2]
0 t /∈ [R1, R2]

f−(t) =

{
max{−f(t), 0} t ∈ [R1, R2]
0 t /∈ [R1, R2]

S+ = {(x, y), ||x|| ∈ E, 0 < y < f+(||x||)}

S− = {(x, y), ||x|| ∈ E, 0 < y < f−(||x||)}

Because f(t) is Lesbegue integrable, S+ and S− are measur-
able. Then, there exits a series of cylindrical tubes J+,i, J−,i
having the property:

m(S±4
⋃
i

J±,i) <
ε

4
(5)

where m(·) is the Lesbegue measure. For cylindrical
tubes J±,i, we assume J±,i = X±,j × [0, b±i ], where
X±,i = {x|ai < ||x|| < ai+1}, and b±i ≥ 0 is the
corresponding height of a cylindrical tube. Then, we define
the corresponding indicator function as φ±,i = 1{x ∈ X±,i},
and we have the following lemma.
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Fig. 3. Quadratic network with three neurons in one layer to approximate a
component radial function.

Lemma 4: For any f(||x||) and ε, the weighted sum of
the indicator functions, which represent the cylindrical tubes,
satisfies:∫
||x||∈[R1,R2]

|f(||x||)− (
∑
i

b+i φ+,i −
∑
i

b−i φ−,i)| dx ≤ ε

2
.

Proof: Lemma 4 is evident by Eq. (5).

By stacking the modules gradually, we reconstruct the
target function over more and more intervals until the approx-
imation is complete. As we discussed, the function generated
by our composite three layer modules is positive. If the
correspoding cylindrical tube is positive, then it can be used
to approximate b+i φ+,i directly. If the correspoding cylindrical
tube is negative, we need to substract the output of the module
when its output is transmitted into the next layer. The network
will eventually produce a function with many trapezoid-like
pieces. We denote such a function is F (x), F+(||x||) and
F−(||x||) are the positive and negative parts of F (x), which
are actually K+ and K−. Then, we have∫

||x||∈[R1,R2]

||F+(||x||)| −
∑
i

b+i φ+,i| dx

+

∫
||x||∈[R1,R2]

||F−(||x||)| −
∑
i

b−i φ−,i| dx

≤ (2δ)

∫
||x||∈[R1,R2]

(
∑
i

b+i φ+,i +
∑
i

b−i φ−,i) dx.

Because f(x) is Lebegue-integrable, its cover
∑
i b
±
i φ±,i is

Lebegue integrable as well. Therefore,
∑
i b
±
i φ±,i < ∞. Let

us denote
∑
i b

+
i φ+,i +

∑
i b
−
i φ−,i = C and δ = ε

4C , we can
approximate

∑
i b
±
i φ±,i by our quadratic network up to a

given accuracy ε.∫
||x||∈[R1,R2]

||F+(||x||)| −
∑
i

b+i φ+,i| dx

+

∫
||x||∈[R1,R2]

||F−(||x||)| −
∑
i

b−i φ−,i| dx

≤ ε

2

(6)

Lemma 5:∫
||x||∈[R1,R2]

||F (||x||)| − (
∑
i

b+i φ−,i−
∑
i

b−i φ−,i)| dx ≤ ε

2

Proof: Because of Eq. (6), we apply the triangle inequal-
ity:∫

||x||∈[R1,R2]

||F (||x||)| − (
∑
i

b+i φ−,i −
∑
i

b−i φ−,i)| dx

≤
∫
||x||∈[R1,R2]

||F+(||x||)| −
∑
i

b+i φ+,i| dx

+

∫
||x||∈[R1,R2]

||F−(||x||)| −
∑
i

b−i φ−,i| dx

≤ ε

2

Proof of Theorem 2: For any radial function f(||x||)
whose support is bounded and any given closeness ε, there
is a network with no more than four neurons in each layer
of the quadratic network as shown in Fig. 3. Applying the
triangle inequality again, with Lemmas 4 and 5, the function
represented by the quadratic network satisfies:∫

||x||∈[R1,R2]

|f(||x||)− F (x)| dx

≤
∫
||x||∈[R1,R2]

|f(||x||)− (
∑
i

b+i φ−,i −
∑
i

b−i φ−,i)| dx

+ |F (||x||)−
∑
i

b+i φ−,i −
∑
i

b−i φ−,i| dx

≤ ε

2
+
ε

2
= ε.

Analytic Example: The function to approximate is
f(||x||) = cos( 3π

200 ||x||
2 + π

2 ), where x is supported on
||x|| ∈ [0, 10

√
(2)], as shown in Fig. 4(left). We approximate

f(||x||) by stacking three modules with 9 layers in total, as
shown in Fig. 4(right). The resultant function F (||x||) is:

F (||x||) = −(1− (1− (
1

597.3

2

||x||2(
200

3
− ||x||2))+)+)+

+ (1− (1− (
1

1022.5.3
(||x||2 − 200

3
)(

400

3
− ||x||2))+)+)+

− (1− (1− (
1

1042.5.3
(||x||2 − 400

3
)(200− ||x||2))+)+)+

which divides [0, 10
√

(2)] into three pieces

[0,
√

200
3 ], [

√
200
3 ,
√

400
3 ], [

√
400
3 , 10

√
2], and b1 = b2 =

b3 = 1. If the support of f(||x||) is divided into more
intervals, the closeness of f(||x||) and F (||x||) will be further
improved.

C. Theorem 3

Key Idea for Proving Theorem 3: For universal
approximation by neural networks, all the current strategies
are based on piecewise approximation in terms of L1, L∞,
or other distances. For such piecewise approximation, the
functional space is divided into numerous hypercubes, which
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Fig. 4. By stacking three modules, the network (right) approximates a
predefined radial function.

are intervals in the one-dimensional case, according to a
specified accuracy to approximate a target function in every
hypercube. With quadratic neurons, we can instead use a
global approximating method, which can be much more
efficient. At the sam time, the quadratic network structure is
neither too wide nor too deep, which can be regarded as a
size-bounded universal approximator, in contrast to [14][16].
In [14], a single-layer network may have an infinite width.
On the other hand, in [16] the network width is restricted to
be no more that d+ 4 but network depth goes infinity.

Let us denote a general N -input polynomial consisting
of M terms as P (x1, .., xi, ..., xN ) =

∑M
k=1

∏N
j=1 x

nj(k)
j ,

which degrees of input variables x1, x2, xi..., xN being
maxk{n1(k)}, ..,maxk{nN (k)} respectively. We claim that
P (x1, x2, .., xi, ...xN ) can be exactly expressed by a quadratic
network with the width of

∑N
j 2 maxk{nj(k)} + 2M and

the depth of maxk{nj(k)} + N . Because any continous
function can be well approximated by a polynomial, our
quadratic network is thus qualified as a novel universal
approximator. Since every term of the polynomial globally
works over the whole input space, the expression made
by a quadratic network is in a global sense. Furthermore,
the width and depth of such a network-based universal
approximator are respectively on orders of of M and N
respectively, which do not go infinity. We underline that
the quadratic network as a universal approximator enjoys
its size-boundedness, which means a great potential of
parameter sparsity and performance robustness [29]. In the
rest of this section, we assume that ReLU is employed in
quadratic networks without loss of generality. First, let us use
one-dimensional case to illustrate the essential arguements
for Theorem 3. Then, we extend the results to the general case.

Warming-up: One-dimensional case: We denote
a general univariate polynomial of degree N as
PN (x) =

∑N
k=1 ckx

k + c. When ReLU is used, two
ReLU neurons can be combined in parallel as the identical
operation: g(x) = ReLU(g(x)) − ReLU(−g(x)). We take
such a pair of neurons as a unit and assume that Oi,j is the
output of the j-th unit in the i-th layer. In our following
construction, there are i units in the i−th layer. We can show
that PN (x) can be expressed by a quadratic network with

Fig. 5. Size-bounded qraquatic network compuates any univariate polynomial
function.

depth of N + 1 and width of no more than 2N . Specifically,
we construct

O1,1 = x;

O2,1 = x(x+ 1) = x2 + x, O2,2 = x;

O3,1 = x(x2 + x+ 1) = x3 + x2 + x, O3,2 = x2 + x, O3,3 = x;

...

Ok,1 =

k∑
p=1

xp, Ok,2 = Ok−1,1, · · · , Ok,k = Ok−1,k−1;

Ok+1,1 = x(Ok,1 + 1), Ok+1,2 = Ok,1, · · · , Ok+1,k+1 = Ok,k;

...

ON,1 =

N∑
p=1

xp, ON,2 =

N−1∑
p=1

xp, · · · , ON,j =

N−j+1∑
p=1

xp, · · · ;

The quadratic network defined by the above equations is
diagrammed in Fig. 5, which is neither too wide nor too deep
and can perfectly express any univariate polynomial function.
As shown in Fig. 5, only the output of the first unit in each
layer is new that is generated by updating equation Ok+1,1 =
x(Ok,1 + 1). In contrast, outputs of other units remain the
same as the output in the previous layer. In the N -th layer, we
compute the sum of different terms. With ON,j , j = 1, 2...N ,
it is easy to express any term in a polynomial of degree N . For
PN (x) =

∑N
k=1 ckx

k+c, in the (N+1)-th layer (output layer),
we perform the following calculation to make the network
produce PN (x):

PN (x) =

N∑
k=1

ck(ON,N+1−k −ON,N−k) + c

Lemma 6: Any univariate polynomial of degree N can
be perfectly computed by a quadratic network with depth of
N + 1 and width of no more than 2N .

Proof: It is evident from the above construction process.

The following lemma shows that any univariate function
f(x) continuous in [0, 1] can be approximated with a Bernstein
polynomial up to any accuracy, which is the Bernstein version
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of the proof for the Weierstrass theorem.
Lemma 7: Let f(x) is a continuous function over [0, 1],

we have
lim

n→+∞
Bn(x) = f(x)

Proof: It is well known; please refer to Chapter [30].

Corollary 1: Any continuous univariate function
supported on [0, 1] can be approximated by a quadratic
network up to any accuracy.

Extension: High-dimension Case: The general
form of a multivariate polynomial can be expressed as:
P (x1, .., xi, ...xN ) =

∑M
k=1

∏N
j=1 x

nj(k)
j . Each term∏N

j=1 x
nj(k)
j is a product of every variable up to its

power xnj(k)
j . Thus, a natural strategy of approximating a

multivariate polynomial is to construct a network shown
in Fig. 5 for every possible factor xj , x2j , ..., x

maxk{nj(k)}
j .

As shown in Fig. 6, every yellow module contains all
the factors of the corresponding variable. The width
is bounded by

∑N
j 2 maxk{nj(k)} while the depth by

maxk{nj(k)}. Because our quadratic unit can compute the
product of two inputs by setting the irrelevant parameters
to zero, we can use N layers in total, due to N inputs
and 2M neurons in each layer, to construct every term
in P (x1, x2, .., xi, ...xN ). In the case of computing a
component

∏N
j=1 x

nj(k)
j , since one quadratic unit computes

the product of two elements in
∏N
j=1 x

nj(k)
j at a time, by

repeatly invoking neurons N − 1 times the final unit will
output

∏N
j=1 x

nj(k)
j . If there are M terms, we need M

additional units (2M neurons) in every layer. In addition, we
need

∑N
j 2 maxk{nj(k) neurons to keep the power terms

generated by the yellow modules in Fig. 6. Consequently,
to express P (x1, .., xi, ...xN ) =

∑M
k=1

∏N
j=1 x

nj(k)
j , we

can always construct a quadratic network with width of∑N
j 2 maxk{nj(k)}+ 2M and depth of maxk{nj(k)}+N .

Proof of Theorem 3: By integrating the above
arguments, we claim that for a general multivariate polynomial
P (x1, .., xi, ...xN ) =

∑M
k=1

∏N
j=1 x

nj(k)
j , there must be a

quadratic network with width of
∑N
j 2 maxk{nj(k)} + 2M

and depth of maxk{nj(k)} + N that can express
P (x1, .., xi, ...xN ) exactly.

Corollary 2: Any continuous multivariate function whose
variates are supported on [0, 1]N can be well approximated
by a quadratic network of finite size.

IV. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION

Recently, major efforts have been made to develop and
understand deep neural network for not only high accuracy but
also great robustness. To achieve this goal, many techniques
[31-36] have been developed based on structure diversity,
distilled knowledge, randomizaiton, pruning/dropout, low-
rank approximation, and so on. Some of these methods are

Fig. 6. Quadratic network of finite size to approximate any multivariate
polynomial.

dedicated to compress an established network model without
compromising its performace significantly. Encouraged by
our Theorems 1, which shows an exponential advantage
of the quadratic network over the conventional counterpart
in terms of the network complexity, we believe that there
are important tasks particularly suitable for use of quadratic
networks, leading to a significantly more compact architecture
for comparable or better accuracy and robustness than the
conventional network. Therefore, quadratic networks could
be used in the setting with memory restriction, for example,
in mobile applications or other embedded systems.

Representing multivariable functions in desirable
ways is pivotal in applications of deep learning, including
unsupervised, semi-supervised, and supervised learning [37].
From this point of view, we need to consider expressibility
and complexity when evaluating the quality of a neural
network [38]. Expressibility means how rich a family of
functions is that can be expressed by the neural network.
Complexity means the number of consumed neurons, which
should be, in a good sense, as small as possible. Theorem
1 has shown that the complexity of the quadratic network
is intrinsically lower than that of the conventional network
in representing radial functions. Regarding ”Expressibility”,
quadratic networks actually provide a new paradigm, as
suggested by Theorem 2. Given a n-input function that is
not constant along any direction, the conventional network
with width less than n − 1 fails to do good approximation
in terms of the L1 distance. We do not consider the failure
surprising since such a n-input function is by definition
on a n-dimensional manifold, and compressing it with less
than n neurons is subjec to the dimensionality curse (in the
opposite sense of the conventional meaning). In contrast, a
quadratic network can only use four neurons per layer to
approximate any multivariate radial function, which breaks
the limit associated with the conventional network.

Most importantly, our Theorem 3 shows that quadratic
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networks standout in both expressibility and efficiency. By
calculating a quadratic function of input variables, quadratic
neurons create second-order terms naturally. Second-order
terms serve as nonlinear building blocks that are different
from nonlinearity generated with nonlinear activation. By
combining quadratic neurons, the quadratic network can
compute any polynominal exactly. Accurately forming every
term of a polynomial allows global computation and high
efficiency relative to the popular piecewise methods. In our
quadratic network construction, both the depth and width are
limited, while all previous universal approximators can be
either too wide or too deep to achive a high approximation
accuracy. This fact suggests that quadratic networks could
potentially minimize the number of neurons and free
parameters for superior machine learning. It is surprising
that although every quadratic neuron possesses the number
paramters three times as many as that of a conventional
neuron, quadratic networks can use less parameters than the
conventional counterparts, at least in some important cases
such as radial functions.

As we know, deep learning generalizes well in many
applications. Some researchers questioned that quadratic
networks may lead to overfitting because the added neural
complexity may not be necessary. With our above proved
theorems, we refute that since quadratic networks de facto
are more compact and more effective than the conventional
counterpart in major circumstances, quadratic networks could
improve the generalization ability, according to Occam’s razor
principle. Since general features are either quardratic or can
be expressed as combinations or compositions of quadratic
features, quadratic deep networks will be universal, instead
of being restricted to the circumstances where only quadratic
features are relevant.

In Appendix A, another method is used to show that the
quadratic network is a universal approximator. According to
Algebraic Fundamental Theorem, every univariate function
can be facterized into a product of elementary factors of first
order or second-order in the real number field. Quadratic
networks are ideal for such factorization, which helps
optimize the efficiency of the network representation.

In conclusion, we have analyzed the approximatation
ability of the quadratic networks and proved three theorems,
suggesting a great potential of squadratic networks in terms of
expressibility and efficiency. Future research will be focused
on evaluating the performance of deep quadratic networks in
typical applications.

APPENDIX A
ANOTHER PROOF OF THEOREM 3

There is another path to prove that the quadratic network
is a universal approximator, which reveals the uniqueness of
quadratic networks. First, we show any univariate polynomial
of degree N can be ecactly expresssed by a quadratic netwok
with a complexity of O(log2(N)) in depth. Next we refer

Fig. 7. Quadratic network approximating a univariate polynomial according
to the Algebraic Fundamental Theorem.

the result [39] regarding Hilbert’s thirteen problem that
multivariate functions can be represented with a group of
separable functions, and then finalize the proof.

Lemma 8: Any univariate polynomial of degree N can
be perfectly computed by a quadratic network with depth of
O(log2(N)) and width of no more than N .

Proof: According to Algeraic Fundamental Theorem
[40], a general univariate polynomial of degree N can be
expressed as PN (x) = C

∏l1
i (x − xi)

∏l2
j (x2 + ajx + bj),

where l1 + 2l2 = N . Similarly, we set Oi,j as the output of
the j-th unit in the i-th layer. The network we construct is
shown in Fig. 7. Every neuron in the first layer computes
(x−xi), (x−xi)(x−xi+1) or x2 +aix+ bi, then the second
layer merely use as half the number of neurons as that of
the first layer to combine the outputs of the first layer. By
repeating such a process, with the depth of O(log2(N)) the
quadratic network can exactly represent PN (x).

Lemma 9: Every continuous n-variable function on
[0, 1]2 can be represented in the form:

f(x1, ..., xn) =

2n+1∑
i=1

gi(

n∑
j=1

hij(xj))

Proof: This is a classical theorem made by Kolmogorov
and his student Arnold. Please refer to [39].

Corollary 3: The quadratic network is a universal
approximator.

Proof: Refering to Lemmas 7, 8 and 9, it can be shown
that the quadratic network is a universal approximator.
Specifically, assuming that hi,j is a polynomial of degree
Nh
ij , and gi is a polynomial of degree Ng

i , the size of
a quadratic network can be estimated to approximate
f(x1, ..., xn) well. The representation of

∑n
j=1 hij requires

a network with a width of
∑n
j N

h
ij and a depth of

maxj{log2Nh
ij}. Then, the representation of gi demands

an additional configuration with a width of Ng
i and

a depth of log2N
g
i . Therefore, the structure used for

gi(
∑n
j=1 hij(xj)) is of width max{

∑n
j N

h
ij , N

g
i } and depth
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maxj{log2Nh
ij} + log2N

g
i . Integrating all gi(

∑n
j=1 hij(xj))

terms in parallel, the final quadratic network architecture will
be of at most width

∑2n+1
i=1 max{

∑n
j N

h
ij , N

g
i } and depth

maxi{maxj{log2Nh
ij}+ log2N

g
i }.

Also, aided by the concept of partially separable func-
tions, the complexity of the quadratic network can be further
reduced, such as in the case of computing an Lth separa-
ble function. By the Lth separable function, we mean that
f(x1, ..., xn) is Lth separable defined as follows:

f(x1, ..., xn) =

L∑
l=1

n∏
i

φli(xi).

In practice, almost all continuous functions can be represented
as Lth separable functions, which are of low ranks at the same
time.
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